Connect Your Buildings…with Clarity!
Cleareon works with building owners to enable advanced wireless and
cloud connectivity that is fast, dependable, and without restrictions.

In today’s commercial real estate market, connectivity is just as important as location – for many prospective
tenants, it’s more important! Strong broadband and wireless connectivity are critical for business operations; however,
businesses also demand connectivity choices.

Wireless & Cloud Services with Clarity…
and Choice!

“Now more than ever, the commercial real
estate community realizes the benefit of having
‘connected’ properties. Cleareon is leading
that charge. We are committed to bringing
transparency and neutrality to the otherwise
opaque, restrictive and biased market for
dark fiber and lit services.”

Often wireless carriers will pay the cost of installing
in-building cellular systems (DAS) in return for exclusive
long term “wireless marketing rights.” However,
– Cliff Kane, Cleareon Co-CEO
the system may only support one wireless carrier.
That’s not choice. What’s more, most buildings have
only one or two incumbent carriers to provide cloud connectivity, such as Internet access, Ethernet services,
private line and voice. The tenants in these buildings have limited choices as the incumbent carrier, not the
building owner, controls the connectivity. Further, many landlords falsely believe that if the incumbent has
installed fiber into the building, their building is ready for the future – nothing could be further from the truth.
With Cleareon, the problem is solved!

Cleareon provides building owners access to hundreds
of digital service providers, including:
Traditional Telcos

Storage Networks

Wireless Carriers

Content Networks

Cloud Service Providers

Social Networks

Big Data Services

Other Voice and Data Carriers
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Connect Your Buildings…with Clarity!
Cleareon works with building owners to enable advanced wireless and
cloud connectivity that is fast, dependable, and without restrictions.

Meeting and Exceeding Your Tenant Demands
Cleareon recognizes the complex challenges property owners face when considering wireless and cloud systems.
Tenants demand “five bars” of service on their mobile devices and have broadly diverse and evolving needs for their
cloud connectivity. At Cleareon, we work with building owners to enable them to meet their tenant demands for
connectivity that is fast, dependable, and without restrictions.
Improve In-Building Connectivity with Cleareon,
give your tenants the choices that they want while...

Enhancing the Value of Your Property
Attracting New Tenants
Retaining Current Tenants

Cleareon designs, builds and maintains network
systems that allow for maximum flexibility, not only
with connectivity, but also with the costs associated
with these systems. Cleareon installs a structured
wiring system within the building which facilitates the
distribution of DAS, cloud and other services including
WiFi, public safety, BMS and video systems. The inside
wiring is connected to the “outside world” via fiber optics
to Cleareon’s “ecosystem” of digital service providers.

This ecosystem consists of Cleareon’s network, which runs through numerous data centers and “carrier hotel” buildings
where hundreds of individual digital service providers can easily access the infrastructure that connects them to your
building and your tenants. Most importantly, the tenants of the building now have access to virtually every service
providers (globally), creating unrivaled choices, controlled costs, and efficiencies for their businesses.
Cleareon is pioneering flexible solutions that ensure property owners are prepared to meet the wireless and cloud
connectivity needs of the most demanding tenants. The company takes a partnering approach that can allow for
profit or revenue sharing. With Cleareon, building owners can provide tenants with the choices they want and the
connectivity they need now and into the future.

Cleareon is Connectivity with Clarity…and Choices!
Learn more at www.cleareon.com or call 917.677.9754.
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